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Manifestations of hyperfine interaction in plasticity
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A mechanism is proposed of how the hyperfine interaction of the electron and nuclear spins in the para-
magnetic obstacle–dislocation system may influence the plastic properties of crystals in a magnetic field. It is
shown that the hyperfine interaction leads to a threshold-type behavior of the magnetic-field dependence of
various plasticity-related quantities. A strong influence of the hyperfine interaction on the behavior of the
internal friction of dislocations in weak magnetic fields is predicted.@S0163-1829~97!01142-9#
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The theory of mechanical properties of crystals usua
considers nuclei as point charges disregarding their inte
structure. A similar approximation has been widely used
the theory of electronic structure of molecules. This appro
mation is justified as long as various characteristics of nuc
such as mass, spin, size, and shape, do not appreciably
ence static properties of molecules or crystals. However,
known that the role of nuclear magnetic moments may
pear to be of importance for chemical reaction rates in
magnetic field.1,2 This leads to the phenomenon called t
magnetic isotope effect in chemical reactions in which
hyperfine interaction of the electron and nuclear sp
changes populations of various electronic states of rad
pairs thereby changing their chemical reactivity.

When addressing plasticity-related phenomena we hav
consider the motion of dislocations and their pinning
point defects—obstacles. The dynamics of formation of
obstacle–dislocation bonds in a magnetic field was rece
discussed in Ref. 3~see also Refs. 4–7 discussing vario
plasticity-related phenomena!. It is assumed that the dan
gling bond of a paramagnetic obstacle forms a radical p
with a dangling bond of the dislocation core. The magne
field influences the transitions between different spin sta
of such pairs, which are characterized by different bind
energies, and thus changes the depinning probability. Th
a mechanism of how the plastic properties of crystals~both
metals and dielectrics! may be influenced by a magnetic fie
in a broad temperature range. In pure undeformed meta
low temperatures there is also a large contribution from
Kravchenko mechanism,8 in which the magnetic field in-
creases the electron component of the dislocation visc
drag.

An analogy with chemical reaction theory suggests tha
hyperfine interaction in the obstacle–dislocation system a
may play an important role in plasticity of crystals in a ma
netic field. This may also lead to a magnetic isotope effec
plasticity. This paper discusses the part played by the hy
fine interaction in the dynamics of obstacle–dislocation ra
cal pairs in a magnetic field and presents results for sev
experimentally measurable quantities.

The influence of hyperfine interactions on the plastic
will be considered within the framework of the model ou
lined in Ref. 3, which considers the dislocation motion
low stresses, not exceeding the Peierls stress, which oc
by means of depinning of dislocation kinks from parama
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netic obstacles. Unsaturated electron states in the kink
the obstacle form a radical pair whose binding energy
pends strongly on the total spin of the pair. This energy
usually much higher in the singletS state than in a tripletT
state. The pair in aT state allows the kink to pass the ob
stacle freely and the dislocation depins. This model allo
one to explain various effects related to a change of plasti
in a magnetic field.3

Now we modify this model by introducing an interactio
between the spins of electrons forming the radical pair a
the spins of nuclei of the obstacle or/and dislocation co
The simple, but still rather general, situation is conside
here when only one nucleus in the kink-obstacle radical p
has a nonzero spinI 51/2. Then the spin Hamiltonian of th
system can be written in the form

H5g1mBH•Ŝ11g2mBH•Ŝ21AS1• Î1 , ~1!

whereg1 andg2 areg factors of the kink and obstacle elec
tron states forming the radical pair,mB is the Bohr magne-
ton, H is the magnetic-field vector.Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 are the corre-
sponding spin operators.Î1 is the nuclear-spin operato
which is chosen to relate to one of the nuclei in the radi
pair. Generalization to other possible nuclear-spin configu
tions is straightforward.

The hyperfine interaction couples theS state of the radical
pair with all three of its triplet states,T0, T1 , and T2 .
Typical values of the hyperfine coupling constantA varies
from 1 to 100 Oe. TheS–T6 transitions are of importance
only in a low magnetic field,H,A, when the degenerat
triplet may be in a resonance with theS state. At higher
magnetic fields,H.A, the Zeeman splitting lifts the degen
eracy of the triplet so that only theT0 state remains in reso
nance with theS state and only theS–T0 transitions are then
of importance. The conditionH.A will be assumed in what
follows.

Nuclear spins are characterized by very large relaxa
times in a rather broad temperature range. Even in metals
characteristic values of the relaxation times lie in the ran
from 1023 to 1022 s at room temperature.9 They are much
longer in dielectrics. This time scale should be compa
with the characteristic time during which a kink may pass
obstacle, 1027 s.3 This allows us to consider the evolution o
the radical pair spin atH.A assuming that the nuclear sp
does not flip. It means that the analysis carried out in
10 809 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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paper3 may be applied separately for the two nuclear-s
statesI z561/2, taking into account that transitions betwe
the radical pair states are enabled by both the external m
netic field and the hyperfine interaction. The correspond
matrix elements read1

^S,I zuHuT0 ,I z&5
1

2
DgmBH6

1

4
mBA

with signs plus and minus corresponding to two possi
projections of the nuclear spinI z561/2 onto the direction of
the magnetic field;Dg5g12g2.

The evolution of a radical pair is described by the dens
matrix rab

6 (t) where Greek indices take the valuesS, T0, and
T6 . Only diagonal elements of the matrix with respect to t
nuclear-spin projectionsI z are kept. Collisions of kinks with
obstacles result in uncorrelated radical pairs which occ
all eight available spin states with equal probability. The
fore, the initial values of the diagonal elements of the cor
sponding density matrix are
-
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rSS
6 ~0!5rT0T0

6 ~0!5
1

8
. ~2!

Off-diagonal matrix elements with respect to the electro
spin projections are assumed to be zero.

The important parameter of our model determining plas
properties of crystals in magnetic field is the probabil
rSS(H) of occupation of the strongly bindingS states. The
quantity

rSS~H !5rSS
1 ~H !1rSS

2 ~H ! ~3!

can be obtained by solving equations for the density ma
with the Hamiltonian~1! and with the initial conditions~2!.
This solution is similar to that described in our paper.3 Then
the S-state occupation probabilities with different values
the nuclear-spin projections are
rSS
6 ~H !5

1

8

~11T1 /t0!~11T2 /t0!1~H6HA!2/Hm
2

~11T1 /t0!~11T2 /t0!1~11t0/2T1!~H6HA!2/Hm
2 . ~4!
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HA5
A

2Dg
, Hm5

\

DgmBAT1T2

.

The longitudinal spin-relaxation timeT1 is the time of the
spin-lattice relaxation of the short-livedT0 state;T2 is the
transversal spin relaxation time;t0 is the average time dur
ing which a radical kink-obstacle pair passes the reg
where a resonance between itsS and T0 states takes place
The magnetic fieldHm characterizing the intercombinatio
transitions is at low temperatures of the order of tens
kOe.3 The field HA characterizes the range of the magne
fields where the hyperfine interaction plays an import
role. At typical values of the parametersDg'1023 and A
ranging from 1 to 100 Oe this field may vary in a bro
interval between 0.5 and 50 kOe.

A change of the mechanism responsible for the spin e
lution occurs at a magnetic field close toHA . At H,HA the
principal part in the evolution dynamics is played by t
hyperfine interaction, whereas at higher magnetic fie
H.HA this role is taken over by theDg mechanism. The
introduction of the hyperfine interaction results in a quali
tive change of the magnetic-field dependence of the pla
properties of crystals. According to our model this depe
dence is controlled by the functionrSS(H) which depends on
H very weakly in the rangeH,HA . A stronger dependenc
starts only atH.HA . Accordingly, one expects a threshol
type behavior near the fieldHA in magnetic-field depen
dences of various plasticity-related phenomena.

Since all elements in the Periodic Table have magn
isotopes,10 one should expect that such a threshold will
n
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the rule rather than an exception. Such a threshold was
vealed recently withHA'2 kOe in the measurements11 of
the magnetic-field dependence of the external stress-indu
dislocation ranges in Al, NaCl, and LiF. It is worth mention
ing also that similar thresholds have been often observe
chemical reactions in a magnetic field1,2,12 where a similar
theoretical interpretation has been applied successfully.

Now the role of the hyperfine interaction in the magnet
field dependence of the amplitude-independent internal f
tion is discussed. Corresponding measurements in Cu w
reported in Ref. 13 and a theory was developed in Ref. 4
has been demonstrated that the magnetic-field correctio
the internal friction of dislocationsQ21 shows up at low
temperatures due to two mechanisms: an increase of the
tron component of the viscous drag of dislocations, and
increase of the probability of depinning from paramagne
obstacles. The theory agrees well, especially for deform
samples, with the experimental data in the range 1.7<H<12
kOe where the measurements13 have been carried out.

The model4 is applied to determine the influence of th
hyperfine interaction on internal friction~measured by apply-
ing oscillating shear deformations!. Considering preliminary
deformed samples, the role of the Kravchenko mechanism8 is
strongly suppressed and the dependence ofQ21 on H is
determined mainly by the variation of the average dislo
tion free segment lengthLc which according to Ref. 3 read

Lc~H !5Lc~0!
rSS~0!

rSS~H !
, ~5!

where Eqs.~3! and ~4! should be used to account for th
hyperfine interaction. The exact value of the parameterHA is
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not known for Cu, so the valueHA52 kOe as in the
experiments11 is chosen for rough estimates. We also assu
that Hm530 kOe andt0 /T15t0 /T25200.3 The other pa-
rameters are taken from Ref. 4.

Figure 1 shows that the hyperfine interaction results i
threshold in the dependenceLc(H) near the fieldHA . At
lower fields the correction to the free segment lengthLc(H)
decreases slightly whereas at higher field it grows rap
with the field.

Using the dependence~5! in the model outlined in Ref. 4
the magnetic-field dependence of the internal friction of d
locations is found. Figure 2 demonstrates that the hyper
interaction changes drastically the behavior of the inter
friction at low magnetic fieldsH,HA'2 kOe where experi-
mental data are still not available. One observes a thresh
like behavior nearHA after which the amplitude-independe
internal friction grows with the field. Even stronger depe
dence and a sharper threshold are expected in the ampli
dependent internal friction whose decrement depends e
nentially on the lengthLc .14

FIG. 1. Average free segment length of dislocation@in units of
Lc(0)] versus magnetic field without~curve 1! and with ~curve 2!
account of the hyperfine interaction. The dashed line shows
valueLc(0).
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Revealing these predicted thresholds in internal frict
phenomena will be crucial for testing the proposed ideas
the fundamental role of the hyperfine interaction in the f
mation of plastic properties of crystals in a weak magne
field. The role played by the dislocation depinning fro
magnetic obstacles in a magnetic field was earlier discus
for the magnetoplastic5 and electroplastic6 effects and for the
work hardening7 in the magnetic field. The results of thi
paper allow one to introduce the hyperfine interaction
those calculations as well. Then one can expect an obse
tion of various isotope effects in plasticity-related pheno
ena, since by changing the isotope content one can cha
characteristics of the hyperfine interaction~such as the mag
netic fieldHA) and, hence, change magnetic dependence
the measured quantities. For example, replacing magn
nuclei by their spinless isotopes would lower the thresho
or even remove it completely.

This work was supported by the German-Israel Foun
tion for Research and Development, Grant No. 045
220.07195.

e

FIG. 2. Amplitude-independent internal friction of dislocation
@in units of Q21(0)] versus magnetic field without~curve 1! and
with ~curve 2! account of the hyperfine interaction.
.
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